Class 1 contenders — Kevin Whitcraft’s AA
followed by Robert van Paridon’s Tantrum
(main) and 420 sailors (bottom)

T

he late Kris Assakul, Ocean
Marina founder, would be
proud of his offspring who live
their father’s dream of developing a marina for water sports
at Jomtiem, along the coast
from Pattaya, in the Gulf of
Thailand. Ocean Marina has,
for six years now, hosted the Top of the Gulf
Regatta and the popularity of the event and
success of the development have gone hand
in hand.
The regatta is organised by Ocean
Marina Yacht Club in conjunction with
the Yacht Racing Association of Thailand
and this year’s principal sponsors were
PTT Extraction & Production, Lexus and
Thailand’s Tourism Authority.
With 246 participating craft it is now
the biggest regatta in Asia. While some
might argue that 129 Optimists inflate
statistics, FH would disagree. The organiser
has successfully integrated the Coronation
Cup for Platus and the Optimist-Thailand
Nationals — no easy logistical task. The
youngsters, aged eight to 14, add an amazing
energy to the event, joining the après sailing
and award parties and applauding loudly
(especially when a Thai receives a gong).
Long may they be encouraged by thoughtful
organisers as they are the future of the sport
in Asia. Incidentally, other Thai regattas
appear to be following suit — the Sawadee.
com Regatta includes young sailors and last
year’s King’s Cup had a dinghy division.
Despite the political situation in Bangkok,
sailors came from far and wide to join the
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Top of the Gulf Regatta 2010, held from
the 1st to the 4th of May 2010. All was not
plain sailing, though. The breeze would not
co-operate in the first two days and, when
it did, it swung 180 degrees and turned an
upwind to a downwind start!
Past sponsors Raimon Land were
conspicuous by their absence, reflected
perhaps in the less extravagant entertainment. Needless to say, Thai hospitality never
failed, with endless barbecues, Singha beer
and Mont Claire South African wine.

Saturday 1st May 2010
The skippers’ briefing for keelboats
at 0900 kicked off the first day of racing
whereupon crews headed out from the
marina to one of three designated race
areas, with others for the Optimists and
another for the dinghies and beachcats.
Access to a
marina certainly
avoids the panic
and drama of
boarding longtails
or RIBs although,
admittedly, that
does have a
charm of its own.
It was during
final preparations
before the 1100
start that news
arrived of the
increased violence in Bangkok, but that
seemed worlds away.

It quickly became apparent that there
was a range of sailing competencies on the
water, from seriously experienced (Evolution
Racing, for example) to what could best
be described as beginners. One participant
called in to ask race officer, Jerry Rollin to
describe an E flag!
The light 6-knot breeze was frustrating
for many and particularly Dynamite, which
got caught in irons at the pin end in the
second start for IRC Racing 2 and Sports
Boats. Meanwhile at the other end of the
line Magic Roundabout and Constanza
cleared the committee boat in cleaner air.
In Class 4 for Platus, Naiad was
obviously well over as it tracked the line but
took an inordinate amount of time to return.
In Class 3, the Cruising fleet was
something of a hodgepodge ranging from
the Beneteau 21.7, Tai Too, to the Oyster
48, Celere. Perhaps
most surprising
was the MacGregor
26, UpYorsHoopa,
although it was soon
to retire. With the
inclusion of a gate
at the leeward mark
there appeared, on
occasions, confusion
for some whether
this required going
through and round, or
round and through.
In the Ocean Multihull start, all got
away clearly with the Concordia 70, Arizona,

gracing the start before retiring (just too
much for a couple to handle).
Meanwhile the wind appeared to
strengthen with Katsu running into
difficulties gybing and had to drop its kite
and turn full circle before making its final
approach to the line.
The RO was keen to get the second race
underway and, as the entire Platu fleet had
finished, they were first off in Race 2 on an
islands course.
During the intermission it was most
enlightening listening to Henry Kaye of Thor
outlining his race strategy having accidently
left his VHF on for the whole world to hear.
Unfortunately for both the Racing and
Platu fleets, a misunderstanding in reading
a handwritten position for a rounding mark
by the person laying the mark, meant
it was actually laid some 5nm from the
intended position. The RO was called for
clarification and the error corrected; he,
however, submitted a claim for redress for
some of the boats that might have been
disadvantaged. Those that were, also sought
redress, while The Stingray protested both
The Ferret and The Fox for failing to round
the designated mark. Eight cases in all for the
international jury to consider, including
Evolution Racing, Ichi Ban and AA.
Having won the race, but
failed to appear for the meeting,
Evolution Racing asked for a
re-opening of the case after
learning that the jury had ruled
it was to be resailed.

Their argument was that everyone
had a GPS, (at least in their fleet) and
could round a virtual mark. This was
over-ridden by arguments that GPS
gives such widely varying positions
and some had lost time looking for the
mark which, had it been laid properly,
would have resulted in different
finishing positions. Although reluctant
to abandon a race, the jury stood by its
earlier decision that the fairest option
was a resail.
The situation was slightly different
for the Platus since the mark was
subsequently relocated correctly
with only the front-runners affected.
The first Platu to arrive in the area
was The Fox and, without GPS (not
compulsory), had rounded the virtual
mark by following in the wake of a
Class 1 Racing boat. The Ferret had
rounded the virtual mark next using
GPS, claiming they sailed further
to windward than The Fox, which
had gained an advantage. A full five
minutes separated 1st and 2nd, The
Fox and The Ferret, at the finish. Once
again, reluctant to abandon the race
and taking all factors into account, the
jury felt the best way was to let
the results stand.
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AP flag came down at 1100 only to be
raised again three minutes later, and the
mark relaid.
The Ocean Multihulls were into their
start procedures when again the AP was
raised at 1136. They finally got away into
a lessening breeze. Sonic 43 did well,
reaching along the line. In the Platus, both
The Stingray and Kujira were over eager
and both caught OCS.
With just one race scheduled for
Cruising, against two for the rest of
the boats, the line was altered for a
downwind start.
The wind again failed to co-operate
and the race was shortened for IRC
Racing 1 at the windward mark. Meanwhile onshore a storm was brewing,
sucking the wind out of the course. The
confused conditions even saw Ichi Ban
finish at the windward mark under kite.
Sonic 43 tried its spinnaker for a
downwind run to the finish but, after a
further wind shift, a reach followed back
to the windward mark.
The AP flag was again raised before
the second race of the day got underway
but there were more ominous black
clouds and claps of thunder over
the land.
This time the bearing was
altered to 250 degrees with, again, the mark
at 1.7nm. Everyone got away except the
Platu fleet which was faced with a sudden
180-degree wind shift. After considering all
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Regatta

Sunday 2nd May 2010
Day 2 was to prove equally testing for the RO. With the windward
mark set at 155 degrees at 1.7nm, the

— continued overleaf
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